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Our Price $49,995
Retail Value $51,995

Specifications:

Year:  2022  

VIN:  3TYCZ5AN0NT079365  

Make:  Toyota  

Stock:  NT079365  

Model/Trim:  Tacoma 4WD TRD Off-Road Trail Pkg  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Pickup Truck  

Exterior:  Gray  

Engine:  3.5L V6 278hp 265ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Black Cloth  

Mileage:  27,684  

Drivetrain:  4 Wheel Drive

Step into the realm of rugged sophistication with the 2022 Toyota
Tacoma 4WD SR5, a midsize pickup that's been crowned with
accolades and designed to conquer the demands of both work and
leisure. Coated in an elegant gray exterior, this Tacoma is not just a
vehicle—it's a statement of strength and reliability that reflects the
confidence of its driver.

Let's talk about what lies beneath the hood. The robust 3.5L V6 engine
delivers a hearty 278 horsepower and 265 foot-pounds of torque,
ensuring that whether you're towing, hauling, or simply cruising, you'll
have the power to back up the Tacoma's commanding presence. This
pickup isn't just about brawn; it's about brains too. With a suite of smart
technology at your fingertips, you'll be connected and in control at every
turn.

As you slide into the black interior, you'll be greeted by a cabin that's as
practical as it is comfortable. The seats envelop you in support, perfect
for those long drives or short jaunts around town. And with the latest in
wireless data link Bluetooth technology and Wi-Fi hotspot capabilities,
you're always just a tap away from the world around you.

Toyota Connected Services bring a new level of convenience to your
driving experience, with smart device app functions such as security
event and collision alert that provide peace of mind wherever your
journey takes you. Hands-free phone operation and voice-operated
electronic messaging assistance ensure that you can stay connected
without ever taking your eyes off the road.

Entertainment is at the heart of the Tacoma experience, with Android
Auto integration and connected in-car apps like Amazon Alexa,
transforming your cabin into a mobile command center. The six-
speaker audio system with speed-sensitive volume control and Satellite
radio via SiriusXM envelops you in crystal-clear sound, making every
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radio via SiriusXM envelops you in crystal-clear sound, making every
song or podcast a pleasure to listen to.

The Tacoma doesn't just look the part; it's been recognized as a leader
in its class. Honored with Kelley Blue Book's Best Buy for Midsize
Pickup Trucks and Best Resale Value for Brands, Trucks, and Top 10
Models, this pickup promises not only a fantastic driving experience but
also an investment that retains its value over time. It's no wonder it has
also secured the Best Overall Truck Brand and the 5-Year Cost to Own
Best Brand awards.

Every detail has been thoughtfully considered, from the body-color
mirror and front bumper that enhance the sleek aesthetic, to the pickup
bed light that illuminates your cargo space for those late-night tasks.
The Tacoma is more than just a truck; it's a trusted companion for all of
life's adventures.

Now is the time to embrace the power, performance, and prestige that
come with owning the 2022 Toyota Tacoma 4WD SR5. Don't just take
our word for it—experience it for yourself and discover why this midsize
pickup stands tall as the epitome of durability and desirability. Your
journey to excellence starts here.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 04/28/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :

2022 Toyota Tacoma 4WD TRD Off-Road Trail Pkg 

Snapshot

2022 TOYOTA TACOMA SR5 V6

Damage reported: minor damage

MINOR MODERATE SEVERE

At least 1 open
recall

CARFAX 1-Owner
vehicle

Personal
vehicle

22,721 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Adaptive cruise control  - Power outlet(s): 12V front  

- Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  

- Sun visors - Clock - Digital odometer - External temperature display - Multi-function display

- Trip odometer - Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: flip and fold  

- Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench

Exterior

- Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color - Pickup bed light 

- Side mirrors: heated  - Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Rear privacy glass
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